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The pose of Half-Figure No. 2 stems from ancient figurines made for temples in Sumerian culture
(c.4,000–2,270 bc). The sculptures representing standing figures typically have enlarged heads and
clasped hands. Often the figures preserved today that we see in museums are fragmented, thus
giving the ‘half-figure’ that Moore has replicated.

Moore wrote an article on Sumerian sculpture in 1935, describing that ‘along with the abstract value
of form and design, inseparable from it, is a deep human element . . . It is as though the head and
the hands were the two equal focal points of the figure – one cannot look at the head without being
conscious also of the held hands.’ [1]

Though suggesting the pose of a Sumerian figure, Moore has toyed with its dimensions and
deconstructed its anatomical relationships. He breaks up the face and torso with incised lines and
dots, offering a compelling tension between two and three dimensions. The disjointed composition of
body parts suggests the influence of Cubism. The face in particular, which seems to have two
profiles, adopts Cubism’s system of representing images from different vantage points.



Rather than Picasso, however, Moore said that his source for this was a cartoon by Michelangelo,
known as The Epifania, in the British Museum. [2] Michelangelo originally drew the Virgin’s head in
profile, but changed it to a three-quarter view, although the earlier sketch remains visible.
Michelangelo was an important figure for Moore, and he credited the Renaissance artist as
influencing his decision to become a sculptor. As a child in Sunday School, he heard a moral story
about Michelangelo, but for Moore it was the status of the protagonist that was of interest. ‘Now this
story didn’t stick in my mind for its moral, but merely that there was someone – Michelangelo, a
great sculptor.’ [3]

Moore did not especially recognise Renaissance sculpture as a guide, but the mythology surrounding
Michelangelo’s aim to set his figures free from the stone was analogous with Moore advocating
direct carving in the 1920s and ‘30s. Although Moore was regularly espousing the belief in ‘truth to
materials’, Half-Figure No. 2 is a contradiction. While the sculpture looks like carved stone, it is in
fact made from cast concrete. Moore carefully mixed the appropriate texture and coloured it to
resemble stone. At this time concrete was an unusual material for sculpture, and was instead
associated with modernist architecture. Moore said that he took up working in concrete thinking it
might open up possibilities for architectural commissions. [4] It was also a cheaper replacement for
stone, which may have been a factor at this early stage in Moore’s career. Sometimes he modelled
concrete on an armature or he would cast it from a clay original. Faint lines running down the arms
of this figure demonstrate that it was cast, as they indicate where the two halves of the mould
joined.

Tania Moore, September 2020
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